Dodge caravan 2011

For , Chrysler has rehabbed the Dodge Grand Caravan with a mini-facelift. While not much has
changed on the outside, its plasticky, creaky cabin is much-improved, and a more powerful and
refined engine together give this family hauler a fresher feel. The massaged minivan greets a
slew of new competitors nose-on. It's an interesting footnote: for , every new minivan for sale in
the U. In a class of minivan designs that includes the Odyssey's new lightning-bolt sideview and
the Sienna's tarted-up swaggerâ€”not to mention the Quest's overt Flex cuesâ€”the Grand
Caravan suddenly seems more boxy than ever. Moving inside through the front-hinged doors,
the Caravan's playspaces have ditched the gross-grain plastics for something more suitably
adult and upscale. It's a little fuzzy, a little vintages Koreanâ€”and leather's only an option on
the top two trim packages. Chrysler's hacked the list of available drivetrains down to one. Each
and every Grand Caravan powers along the road to middle school with a horsepower, 3. The
Pentastar is to Chrysler now, what the VQ V-6 is to Nissanâ€”only in the new domestics, the
Pentastar sounds smoother and more tame, while Nissan's V-6 has gotten more grouchy over
time. Minivans are about utilityâ€”passengers and cargoâ€”first and foremost, and the Grand
Caravan is comfortable to the max. The fold-away second-row seats are a great idea. We've
never heard a kid beef about the trade-off of skinny seat cushions, though admittedly the
harder-to-remove business-class seats in the Sienna and Odyssey would be the preferred
choice for touring adults. The base van has seven-spot, three-row seating; add on Stow 'N Go
for fold-away second- and third-row seats, and you'll get a new twist for in the form of a
one-touch fold-down mechanism, and power folding for the third-row bench. The Caravan
carries on with a cavalcade of electronic goodies that's second only to the Ford Flexâ€”with the
bonus of in-car television on the intangible list. On the exotic edge, we're sold on the latest,
cheapest, high-tech piece: a USB port for 3G dongles that turns the Grand Caravan into a WiFi
hotspot, missing only its own barista and a host of funemployed table-squatters. We'd opt for
Sirius' BackseatTV and its SpongeBob marathons, and top models can be equipped with a
media hard drive, navigation, satellite radio, and Bluetooth. There's an honesty about its shape
that didn't play as well three years ago, when this Grand Caravan replaced the old egg-shaped
one. Going from truly handsome to truly, er, space-efficient still doesn't give the Grand Caravan
the gorgeousness that no driver expects from a minivanâ€”but the new, small touches are
nicely faired into the one-box canvas. The taillamps are LED sprays dubbed the "ring of fire" by
Dodge; they mimic those in the new Charger, and sound a little unfair to Johnny Cash. Moving
inside through the front-hinged doors, the Caravan's playspaces have ditched the gross-grain
plastics for something more suitably adult. From the sliding side doors back, not much has
changedâ€”it's still crayon-and-vomit-proofâ€”but facing the senior family members is an
uncluttered, upgraded dash with better materials all around. The Pentastar generates a huge
boost in spec-sheet power figures, with 86 more horsepower accounted for over the old
Chrysler 3. There's something more substantial going on underfoot this time around, but the
bulky minivan really disguises any dramatic improvements in straight-line acceleration. The
off-line impulse of power doesn't exactly follow through in long passes. And the Pentastar doles
out its power through a six-speed automatic that's been staged for gas mileage above all else.
Handling is nothing remarkable, but for a nearly horsepower vehicle, there's very little
scrambling going on through the Caravan's front wheels. All-wheel drive? It's been gone from
the lineup since Elsewhere inside, the Grand Caravan is comfortable to the max. Minivans are
about utilityâ€”passengers and cargoâ€”first and foremost, and the fold-away second-row seats
are a better idea. While the interior of the Grand Caravan is refined and quiet, ride quality is
mediocre at best compared to rival vans. Even with retuned shocks, the Caravan bounds more
than it needs to over strings of low bumps. It's resolute, conservative to any response, with a
smothering instinct that will shame lots of the moms and dads who actually will drive it, pretty
much the polar opposite of the taut, tightly-sprung well, for a van Honda Odyssey. Both
agencies have changed their scoring standards, so we'll have to wait for more information
before pronouncing the Chrysler vans' grades. Last year's Grand Caravan earned top 'good'
models from the frontal offset The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS hasn't yet
specified whether those test results extend to the model, which has a significantly altered
interior compared to the Federal NHTSA safety ratings have been restructured for , too, so the
previous year's results surely don't carry over; overall, the Grand Caravan earned top five-star
results in frontal and side impacts. Thanks to the boxy design and vast greenhouse, outward
visibility in the Dodge Caravan is impressive. Other features we'd chooseâ€”either in packages
or as included in the upper trim levelsâ€”are a media hard drive; navigation; satellite radio;
Bluetooth either bundled with an upgraded radio, or an auto-dimming rearview mirror, or heated
seats and steering wheel ; a DVD entertainment system; and a power package for the side
doors, tailgate and pedals. Remote start and a volt outlet wouldn't be left off either, not on such
a high-functioning machine. As for the new Stow 'N Place roof rails, which have fold-away

crossmembersâ€”a feature only previously seen in the Subaru Outbackâ€”you'll have to be the
judge: just about all of our stuff fits inside the Grand Caravan, and rooftop storage bins cut into
the coefficient of drag. We can't have that. If the mild signs of life are too much to handle, click
the Caravan's Economizer switch. It fiddles with shift timing to sip a little less fuel. Subaru Tesla
Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form
Today! Used Cars. By Make. Grand Caravan. New Challenger Charger Durango. Grand Caravan
Journey. Used Avenger Caliber Dakota. Dart Magnum Neon. Nitro Ram Ram New By Year. Used
By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Refined, responsive V-6 All-around storage
solutions Excellent folding second and third rows Available electronic goodies. Dislikes Chintzy
base cloth upholstery Somewhat bouncy ride Unremarkable handling. The Dodge Grand
Caravan is a high-functioning box on wheelsâ€”with the old penalty-box trim neatly excised,
and a new powertrain spliced into place. Review continues below. Say your blessings now: the
idea of having a light civilized brunch inside the Grand Caravan is gone, now that the "Swivel 'N
Go" picnic-table package has been sent packing. We covet the marvelous new movable, and
removable, "super console" with its many cubic inches of covered space, so perfect for
expensive music players, spare change and the odd French fry gone rogue. It's a box within a
box. On the safety front, the Grand Caravan has all the perquisites. A new bundle of safety
options includes parking sensors, a rearview camera, blind-spot monitors and automatic
headlights, together at last. Used Dodge Grand Caravan for sale near change location. Continue
Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car
Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. July 23, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Dodge Grand Caravan against the competition.
Looking for a different year of the Dodge Grand Caravan? Used Dodge Grand Caravan cars.
Used Ford Flex cars. Used Honda Odyssey cars. Used Kia Sedona cars. Used Toyota Sienna
cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. The Dodge
Grand Caravan has a whole host of problems that span various model years. Despite being a
reputable and well thought of car company, Dodge produced a car that was unreliable and
unsafe in this aspect. The Dodge Caravan problems have outweighed the benefits, and have
shown through the years especially from Despite the Caravan problems being the most
abundant from users and the NHTSA, the is often ranked as the worst model because of the
frequency of issues, the severity of the Caravan problems, the onset time of the issues, and the
mileage at which these issues occur. We are going to focus on the years of , and how the
Caravan problems have been reduced in the past three years of production, from especially.
Along with these issues within the Dodge Caravan, there are also five other common issues that
owners experience with Dodge Cars. These are problems to look out for in the Dodge Caravan,
and include a faulty and complicated gear shifter, a low mileage engine blow-out, fragile
dashboards that can shatter on impact, rust occurring underneath of the car, and a wobbling
front end. By noticing and recognizing these common Dodge Caravan problems, you can avoid
costly repairs and take your car into a mechanic before the problem worsens over time. The
biggest user issue with this car is by far in the interior accessories category, with over
complaints, while the second is the brakes issues, followed by AC heater problems. The NHTSA
had the most complaints regarding the exterior accessories, followed by the electrical system
and the lights issues in the Dodge Caravan. The main issues within the interior accessories of
this Dodge Caravan features the power door locks not working, the cluster malfunctioning, the
cruise control failing, dashboard cracking, DVD player jamming, overhead console light melting,
rear electric hatch button not working, interior showing signs of damage, the volt outlet failing,
and the odometer breaking. This repeated problem is such an issue that there have been over
complaints from car owners. The most common solutions for this problem of the power door
locks not working is to remove and reinsert the 20 amp fuse, disconnecting the battery for a few
minutes, removing the BCM fuse, and updating the firmware in the body control module. The
second category that features the most user complaints for the Dodge Caravan problems is the
brakes section , with the most issues regarding the rotors wearing out prematurely, the brake
pads wearing out very early, the ABS light turns on for no reason, the brake calipers locking up,
the brakes pulsating when hot, and the flexible brake line bulging at the calipers. The rotors
wearing out prematurely can be fixed by either replacing the factory rotors and pads with
aftermarket products, going to an independent mechanic to fix the rotors instead of the
dealership, and resurfacing all 4 rotors. Users state that if you do not fix this problem the brakes
can get very hot, the brakes can start smoking, and the brake pads wear down very quickly. The
last set of Dodge Caravan problems that have deterred users from purchasing this vehicle is in
relation to the AC and the heater. The main issues within this system revolves around the AC or
heater not blowing air in to the car, the rear evaporator core corroding and leaking, the AC and

heater motor failing, the AC making noise while using, the heater not working correctly, the AC
compressor failing over time, water leaking from the condenser, AC having a bad odor when
you turn it on, the AC blender not working, and the defrost system malfunctioning. The most
common repair for this issue is to replace the resistor located behind the glovebox or replace
the switch. The last cause for concern in the Dodge Caravan regarding the NHTSA complaints
that were made deal with the lights system within the car. The exterior lighting is faulty, the
headlights have cause for concern, the headlights switching is damaged, and the turn signal
fails to work occasionally. The main user reports of problems with the exterior lighting deal with
the tail light smoking, the turn signals stopping working in the front, the headlights go out while
you are driving, the left side lights not working when the headlights are switched on, and the
lights go on and off on their own. These issues have caused one crash, two fires, and occur at
around 83, miles. With a high amount of recalls, the Dodge Caravan problems have shown that
this car is unsafe and unsmart to drive. The first recall was in February of , when the seat belt
retractor assembly was acting faulty. The seat belt was reported to not properly restrain the
occupant during certain crash conditions, and affected over 3, vehicles. The second recall
waxed two years later in March of , and affected nearly , cars. This dealt with the front
windshield motor wiper not working correctly. In certain operating conditions and creatine
weather conditions, the front windshield wiping capability could turn off and stop working. Next,
one year later, there was a recall about the curved and tempered automotive replacement glass.
In the event of a vehicle crashing, the occupants could be seriously injured by the glass, since it
is easier to shatter than other glass in other models. Furthermore, the next recall was three
years later and affected nearly , vehicles. This dealt with the front airbag crash sensor failing
during use. If the front crash sensors are damaged or are not working correctly, the driver
should be alerted by the illuminated warning lights on the dashboard. They will be notified by
the airbag warning light that they should take their car into service immediately. Until the
vehicle is brought into a mechanic and repaired completely, the airbags might not protect the
occupants in the event of a crash. Compared to the previous year, the Dodge Caravan was a
relative success. With only minimal complaints regarding the steering system, this model was
much safer than the previous year, despite not being perfect â€” as we will be able to see in just
a couple years in , when none of the earlier problems were remedied. The main issue regarding
the steering problems in this model focus on the power steering being noisy, the rack and
pinion leaking, and the whining noise coming from the front end. Just like the Dodge Caravan,
the same car three years later also had a high number of user and NHTSA complaints, with the
main issues revolving around the braking and electrical systems of the car. User issues about
the brakes generally involved premature brake failure, the brakes squealing, the rotors being
warped, the brake calipers sticking, and the brakes locking up during use. The main complaints
regarding the electrical system focused on the TIPM being faulty, the electrical components not
being able to shut off after use, the electricity not working while driving, and the car not being
able to start. It occurred just over , miles, with users needing to replace the faulty TIPM. Despite
the Dodge CAravan having fewer complaints than the Dodge Caravan, this could very well be
the worst model year on the production lineup due to the severity of the issues and the
prevalence of NHTSA safety complaints. The main user complaints dealt with electrical
problems, while the NHTSA also complained about the electrical system and the fuel system.
The main user complaints regarding the electrical system in the Dodge Caravan referred to the
TIPM being faulty, the car not starting, the car being difficult to start, a faulty alternator , the
engine cutting out while driving, the battery exploding on startup, and the radio not working
correctly. This problem has generated complaints and occurs at just below 80, miles for the
average Caravan owner. The NHTSA also has numerous issues with this electrical system,
focusing on the electrical system as a whole and the alternator and the ignition. These problems
have caused 13 fires, 4 injuries, and occur at around 60, miles. Users have reported that the
sliding doors on both sides of the van do not work occasionally, the key just cranks but does
not turn the car on, the airbag lights turn on and off, the transmission fails , and the sliding door
does not unlock manually. The NHTSA concerns about the fuel system deal with the propulsion
system, the gasoline, and the gasoline delivery method via the fuel pump. The propulsion
system has caused one crash, one fire, two injuries, and occur at around 77, miles. Users have
reported the issues about the car cranking and never starting, the car containing a faulty TIPM
module that causes issues with the fuel system, and the car shutting off while driving. There
have been three recalls for the Dodge Caravan, starting with the recall for the steering column in
A missing rivet, or one that has been improperly installed, could put the driver at risk of
controlling the car. It would compromise the ability of the steering column to support the loads
in the event of a frontal crash, and decrease the effectiveness of the frontal impact safety
system. This can result in an increase in injury during a crash, and has affected over 11,

vehicles. The second recall was in May of and affected nearly , vehicles. This dealt with the vent
window switch overheating, which can result in a vehicle fire over time. The last recall was in ,
and affected over , vehicles. This dealt with the inadvertent airbag deployment due to a faulty
and damaged wire, which can increase the risk of a crash or injury in the event of a crash. Since
the year , the Dodge Caravan has only had 3 total complaints about the newest models, in
comparison to in just alone. The newest models are reliable and safe to buy due to the lack of
user complaints or NHTSA issues, but the older models, specifically the , , and , would not be
safe or reliable to buy, mainly due to the TIPM being faulty, the instances of premature brake
failure, and the brake reliability issues. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. For , the Dodge Grand Caravan is redesigned, with new exterior styling, new premium
interior, new features and a new 3. The Grand Caravan uses a 3. An SE Plus Group option adds
inch alloy wheels, deep tint sunscreen glass, and power second- and third-row windows. Other
available options include power sliding doors and liftgate, and a media centre with navigation.
View Inventory Compare Trims. Key Specifications for Dodge Grand Caravan. Fuel Economy 7.
Horsepower hp. Drivetrain Front-Wheel Drive. Engine Gasoline. Torque ft-lb. Seats 2 - 7. Read
more Read less. Trim Comparison. Showing of 6 trims. All Features Differences. Standard Not
Available Optional. MSRP 27, MSRP 28, MSRP 33, MSRP 38, Gas V6. Fuel System. Electronic
Fuel Injection. Power Steering. Front-Wheel Drive. Fuel Consumption: City. Fuel Consumption:
Highway. Fuel Capacity. Driver Air Bag. Passenger Air Bag. Front Side Air Bag. Rear Side Air
Bag. Front Head Air Bag. Rear Head Air Bag. Knee Air Bag. Seatbelt Air Bag. Brake ABS
System. Traction Control. Stability Control. Rollover Protection Bars. Child Safety Locks.
Emergency Trunk Release. Driver Restriction Features. Driver Assistance. Back-Up Camera.
Brake Assist. Blind Spot Monitor. Lane Departure Warning. Lane Keeping Assist. Cross-Traffic
Alert. Rear Parking Aid. Automatic Parking. Tire Pressure Monitor. Cruise Control. Adaptive
Cruise Control. Heads-Up Display. Daytime Running Lights. Automatic Headlights. HID
headlights. Night Vision. Integrated Turn Signal Mirrors. Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror. HD
Radio. Satellite Radio. CD Player. MP3 Player. Auxiliary Audio Input. Hard Disk Drive Media
Storage. Rear Seat Audio Controls. Steering Wheel-Audio Controls. Navigation System. Smart
Device Integration. Apple CarPlay. Android Auto. WiFi Hotspot. Bluetooth Connection. Power
Outlet. Wireless Charging. Air Conditioning. Climate Control. Multi-Zone Air Conditioning. Rear
Air Conditioning. Heated Front Seat s. Heated Rear Seat s. Cooled Front Seat s. Cooled Rear
Seat s. Driver Adjustable Lumbar. Passenger Adjustable Lumbar. Heated Steering Wheel. Power
Windows. Power Door Locks. Keyless Entry. Keyless Start. Power Driver Seat. Power Passenger
Seat. Seat Memory. Power Mirror s. Heated Mirrors. Mirror Memory. Power Folding Mirrors.
Power Liftgate. Hands-Free Liftgate. Remote Trunk Release. Remote Engine Start. Variable
Speed Intermittent Wipers. Rain Sensing Wipers. Universal Garage Door Opener. Passenger
Capacity. Front Head Room. Front Leg Room. Front Shoulder Room. Rear Head Room. Rear Leg
Room. Rear Shoulder Room. Trunk Volume. Front Reading Lamps. Rear Reading Lamps.
Length, Overall. Height, Overall. Min Ground Clearance. Base Curb Weight. Front Tire Size. Rear
Tire Size. Luggage Rack. Security System. Engine Immobilizer. View Inventory. This vehicle has
not yet been reviewed. Comfort 9. Performance 8. Fuel Economy 8. Interior Design 8. Exterior
Styling 8. Reliability 9. Beary Great Overall Car November 21, Overall Score. I have had this car
for 3 years now and it is still going strong. Other from regular maintenance it has required no
work at all. It is great for big families on road trips and has a huge amount of storage for the
family. Seats can be easily adjusted to fit almost anything you can think of. Comfort 8. Interior
Design 6. Exterior Styling 6. Reliability Recall Information. Recall number. View Issue.
Manufacturer Recall Number:. Units Affected:. Notification Type:. Issue: This recall is for
aftermarket replacement rear window glass produced by Vitro Automotriz. Certain rear window
glass may not have been properly tempered. If the window breaks, the glass may separate into
large pieces instead of very small ones. Note: This is a voluntary recall that is not being
conducted under the requirements of the Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Safety Risk: Glass that
breaks in to large pieces could create a risk of injury. Corrective Actions: The company will
notify consumers by mail and instruct them to inspect the designation code marked on the rear
window glass. This information is printed on the bottom corner of the glass. Consumers should
contact Vitro's customer service at or argbacklites vitro. On certain wheelchair-accessible
vehicles, the bolts used to attach the removable seats to the floor may contain a defect and
could break in the event of a crash, creating a risk of injury. Correction: Dealers will replace the
defective bolts. On certain vehicles, an electrical short could occur in the steering wheel wiring
harness, which could result in an inadvertent deployment of the driver frontal airbag. In some
instances, inadvertent deployment could cause minor injuries to vehicle occupants. Correction:
Dealers will inspect the steering wheel wiring and replace it as necessary. A protective covering
will also be installed on the wiring harness. On certain Amerivan 10 wheelchair accessible

vehicles built on Dodge Grand Caravan and Chrysler Town and Country platforms, the crimp
fasteners used to retain fittings in the fuel line may not be fully crimped or compressed. This
could result in a fuel leak. Correction: Dealers will inspect fasteners and crimp the fasteners
further to ensure they are fully compressed and seated. On certain vehicles, if the vent window
switch located in the driver's door armrest is exposed to liquids, it could overheat. Correction:
Dealers will replace the switch with an updated design. Certain vehicles may have been built
with a missing or incorrectly installed steering column pivot rivet. A steering column with a
miss-installed rivet may not perform as intended in the event of a crash, which may increase the
risk of personal injury. Correction: Dealers will inspect for steering column rivet presence and
alignment, and repair as required. View more recalls View less recalls. No deals currently
available for this location. Similar Vehicles. Compare View details. Subscribe for the latest car
reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can
unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription
complete! Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great
experience. Picked up the car following day and feel I made the right decision. Staff was
extremely friendly, and provided outstanding customer service.. Thanks to team Star Auto!
Dealership followed up and appointment made. Although I didn't pick up the vehicle I had
looked at, the service rep was very friendly and courteous. Great customer service. Great
customer service, open and honest about his vehicles, great selection of vehicles and great
location. Definite recommendation. Was not informed that this was cash only and the dealer
knew we were coming from out of town. Their site does not state they do not finance. We
wasted our time driving to the dealership. Had all setup to get the vehicle but couldn't get there
soon enough for them so they sold it. Great Dealership. I purchased this suv and my wife and i
are happy with it. No high pressure from the sales people. I enjoyed getting to know Ace and
purchasing the vehicle. The honesty and commitment to detail sets them apart. Thomas and his
colleagues will do their best to work with u. He has fair prices and good vehicles I highly
reccomend them. We had a great experience. Sales man was super nice and friendly. He was
very informative. He let us walk around and look at all the vehicles without pressure. So I would
highly recommend going there. Didn't get a chance to dig into much because of work. They
immediately contacted me and told me when it was gone with other recommended vehicles.
They were very helpful. Top notch sales people. I didn't buy, but if they come across a car that
would suit my needs, I would certainly do business with them. I will certainly be back the next
time I need a solid used car. Best used car purchase experience ever! Very happy and excited
about my new baby! Nauman is professional, kind and knowledgeable! If you see something
you like give him a call, he will hook you up! Not good offered me way below book value then
when walking out jumped amount up Kensey trekked through a nasty snow to provide non
"stock" pics as the listed pics were of two different trim levels. There was zero hounding or
texting. Only professional follow up which was greatly appreciated. Bought a truck from them
yesterday. Great price and they fixed a dew things I pointed out for me. The deal went fast and
easy. I really hope my truck lasts because a lot of the reviews here are scary. Fingers crossed.
Prompt reply friendly professional response I will always check with Bart's Car Store before any
future purchase. My Experience was Great between the Salesmanship and Management. I would
Highly Recommend anyone to go there. FJ was just as described, very helpful, they made
buying it a breeze and worked everything out to make it convenient for us to pick up. Would
definitely buy from again! Very friendly, helpful and up front. Even found me better financing!!
Mike and Paul are awesome. Very professional and quick in response. Unfortunately I wasn't
able to go because of the distance. I arrived at run and drive and was greeted by steven. Saw
the truck i was looking at. Saw an oil puddle underneath it. Found power steering lines leaking,
took it for a test drive and the power steering pump was empty so it was winding very loud. I
couldnt believe they wouldnt check that before i came. Alas, the Grand Caravan is still available
with only front-wheel drive FWD , but a well-wrought 6-speed transmission that debuted in the
Grand Caravan SXT now graces all four trims and keeps mileage, pulling power, and engine
noise far more manageable than did the outdated 4-speed of yesteryear. A single engine
offering, a hp, 3. Under the tutelage of a six-speed shiftable automatic transmission, the
6-banger throws down lb-ft of torque for a maximum towing capacity of 3, pounds with the
optional tow package installed. Though not yet at the pinnacle of the minivan heap even though
it introduced the genre way back when , the Grand Caravan offers significantly more cabin
refinement than previous versions. The base Express trim, for example, is delivered with such
standard amenities as inch steel wheels, cloth upholstery, three rows of seating, reclining
second-row seats, power front windows, doors, and heated outside mirrors, and tri-zone air
conditioning. Niceties like cruise control and telescoping tilt-wheel steering are also thrown in,
standard, while entertainment is provided via an MP3-capable single-CD player with six

speakers. Options include rear-seat DVD entertainment, heated front seats and steering wheel,
touchscreen DVD navigation, remote engine start, step running boards, a power liftgate and
sliding passenger-side rear door, and a Trailer Tow Prep Group. Lower Grand Caravan trims
also gain several items that are standard for the higher trims, while some options are available
only in package form. Safety-wise, the Dodge Grand Caravan comes equipped with standard
four-wheel disc ABS, traction and stability control, front side-mounted airbags, three-row head
airbags, front head restraint whiplash protection, and a post-collision safety system across the
lineup. Owners of the and Grand Caravan are turned off by its green dash lighting as well as a
few glitches with interior gizmos. Value is a word that owners also use a lot when talking about
their new Grand Caravan. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Dodge Grand Caravan listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Dodge Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Subscribe to receive new
listings for this search right in your inbox. Dark Blue with black sill applique, power heated
mirrors, Stow and go seating, cruise control, command start, 3. Recent maintenance: Front left
sway bar link kit, left CV c Nous avons aussi les connaissa Checkout Our Website! Guaranteed
Auto Loans! Apply Online Overflow Lot Main St. With Over 30 Years Experience; South Trail Kia
has a wide selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Dodge
Grand Caravan. You could keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here.
Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle i We are grateful to be
voted again by our customers and feel so grateful to have helped so many find their next
vehicle and drive away w Over Positive Google Reviews!!! No accidents. Current commercial
safety inspection. Welcome to Coates Fine Cars, home of the best reconditioned pre-owned
vehicles in Barrie! New Tires, New Brakes and a fresh oilchange. Easy low interest rate
financing available. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed
similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average
making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this
vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat Virtual
Appraisal 9. Home Test Drive 1. Online Reservation 4. Buy Online 3. Delivery 1. Crew Crew Plus
4. R-T 4. SE SXT Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price.
Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be
greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Minivan
Wagon 1. Black Blue Charcoal 1. Dark Blue 1. Grey 7. Not Specified 1. Orange 1. Red Silver
Unspecified 4. White Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Front Wheel Drive Unknown 6. Flex
Fuel 3. Gasoline Unknown 2. Unknown 3. Automatic Unknown Unknown 5. With Photos. With
Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox!
Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails
from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Gold
Series. Easy Finance Approvals. All Listings. Mileage 72, km. Buy Online. Mileage 91, km.
Mileage 89, km. Mileage 97, km. Mileage 94, km. Contactless Services New. Mileage 80, km.
Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. Mileage 65, km. List your car here! List your car for
free. Used Car Reviews. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned
Dodge Grand Caravan inventory from local Dodge dealerships and private sellers. You can also
compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Dodge Grand
Caravan with similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie.
Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing
details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers.
View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm
with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are
not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more
right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to

the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Take the stress out of
getting a good deal on your next car. See our lowest price upfront No hassle-No haggle pricing
Commission-free sales team 7-day return policy Hundreds of 5 star Google reviews. Fully
serviced with new Inspection. Loaded with all the options. We do not buy from auctions or other
dealers. This allows us to meet the previous owners and get to know the vehicles maintenance
schedule. All of our vehicles come with a current Pennsylvania State Inspection an It is our goal
to provide you with an excellent purchase and ownership experience. Trade-in's are welcome!
Out of state clients are cash or certified check only. We do not have a credit or debit card
machine. Call us today at for a no obligation demonstration and test drive! Ask about our free
home delivery options! John's County areas for over 30 years. From our highly-trained sales
staff and award-winning service team, we know you'll find satisfaction in becoming the newest
member of the Tom Gibbs Chevrolet family! A short drive from Daytona Beach and Jacksonville,
Tom Gibbs Chevrolet is your key to saving the most on your next vehicle purchase! Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Odometer is miles below market average! At Burritt
Motors we have auction-to-you pricing on all our inventory. Please confirm availability because
all our vehicles are selling quickly. Express trim. This is true regardless of whether you're here
to test drive a new Toyota or used car, get an estimate on your car, secure auto financing, or
figure out exactly what auto part you need. We have used cars from some of today's top
manufacturers and all of our used cars go through a vigorous inspection before hitting the lot.
Come take a test drive today! Price does not include a charge for 0. Not all sales at MSRP. Clean
Carfax! Well Maintained and Serviced Minivan! Super Clean Inside and Out! Financing Options
Available! Not to mention we also include a complementary 2 year Maintenance Program with
every purchase to help keep your new auto running smooth! Please don't hesitate to call with
any questions. Financing options available for all types of credit! We deal with some of the best
banks in the Auto Industry! Trades Always Welcomed! We also offer up a great variety of
warranties to fit your car needs and keep you protected. Want to be pre-approved before you
head down? Easy online credit apps and complete inventory with additional pictures can be
viewed at We are Family Owned and Operated. Come on down and check us out. See carmax. At
CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and
receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are
location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain
vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated
every 24 hours. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Mainstreet 3. This
vehicle has good tires, has been full serviced- alignment, new wiper blades, new cabin filter and
oil change- this vehicle is now in great condition and is ready for many more miles!!! This Grand
Caravan has a clean vehicle history report and does not have any accidents! Call us today, this
vehicle won't last long at this price! We are a family owned dealership committed to providing
our customers the best deals backed by outstanding service! Thank you for your interest in one
of Toyota of Warsaw's online offerings. Please continue for more information regarding this
Dodge Grand Caravan Crew with 94,mi. This Dodge Grand Caravan has such low mileage it has
been parked more than driven. More information about the Dodge Grand Caravan: The Grand
Caravan was one of the first minivans to make it big in North America, and it's still one of the
best. EPA-estimated mileage on the highway is a strong 24 mpg. It's not a misprint. And the
odometer isn't broken. This is a very low mileage Dodge Grand Caravan. A rare find these days.
Interesting features of this model are comfortable ride, Versatile interior, and tons of storage
space. Stowing the 3rd Row will expand Cargo Volume to More than the Nissan Quest and Kia
Sedona. Our family has been serving the automotive needs of the Fredericksburg community
for over 50 years. We offer competitive financing, second chance Financing and a full service
department, servicing all makes and models. Please call or come by and and let our family serve
your family. Thank You! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 5, Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No
accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Still good at 8 years and k miles. Neutral points include: city gas mileage
mpg, even with Econ mode engaged , but that's probably what we should expect, and highway
mileage is a much better mpg; brakes are now longer and more evenly wearing than was the
case on the first sets of pads and rotors, which may be just be me; and tires have worn well

replaced 3rd set after 57k miles. Negatives are: - not electronic, but electrical failures like
intermittent or difficult-to-actuate buttons and switches, some of which are seasonally hot
weather dependent, and a failed sliding-door remote locking mechanism which required
removing the door skin to replace. We're on our 3rd alternator, mai
beretta px4 storm parts diagram
dodge durango manual transmission
1997 bmw 540i
nly because the 2nd one failed very early not Dodge's fault, and fixed under alternator and
mechanic's warranties. We, the dealer, and our independent mechanic are now sceptical earlier
failures attributed to clockspring wiring harness in the steering column were correct. But for us
at least, these are minor issues. All of them are known issues with Dodges of this vintage. The
armrest vinyl cracking has aftermarket solutions - though that shouldn't have been necessary.
The gas-cap error is a nuisance, but after going to our mechanic a couple of times for diagnosis
and resetting, it prompted me to get an OBD scanner BlueDriver and the Haynes onboard
diagnostics manual are both highly recommended , which we leave permanently plugged in,
and reset the error lights ourselves. Looking back, getting this Grand Caravan still looks like the
right thing to have done. We fully expect to keep the van to k miles, and hope to get to k, which
will make it our last van. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

